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a b s t r a c t 

The surface of a thick liquid film under strong gas shear is covered by large-scale disturbance waves and 

small-scale ripples. Disruption of these ripples on top of disturbance waves by the gas stream leads to 

the creation of droplets that are entrained into the gas core and may deposit back onto the film surface. 

In addition, gas may be entrapped by the liquid film in the form of bubbles of various sizes. In this work, 

the study of gas bubble creation was performed in a horizontal rectangular duct using the brightness- 

based laser-induced fluorescence technique. With this technique, the instantaneous height of the liquid 

film was measured with a 40 μm spatial resolution over a 51 mm by 20 mm area at speeds of 10 kHz. The 

entrapped bubbles and entrained/depositing droplets are detectable in the data and can thus be studied 

simultaneously with the waves on the film surface. Several scenarios of bubble entrapment and collapse 

were identified and discussed. The dynamics of entrapped bubbles was studied quantitatively using an 

automatic processing algorithm, confirming and elucidating the results of qualitative observations. The 

effect of the flow parameters on the bubbles concentration, velocity and size distributions was studied 

separately for the bubbles inside the disturbance waves and inside the thin base film between the dis- 

turbance waves. It was shown that the bubbles are mostly created due to oblique impacts of droplets at 

the base film and are accumulated by the disturbance waves. A small number of bubbles of larger size 

are created in front of disturbance waves and remain inside the disturbance waves. The velocity of the 

bubbles is affected by the velocity of the surrounding liquid. Using the bubbles as tracers, a profile of 

longitudinal liquid velocity was constructed and a noticeable increase of wall shear under the rear slopes 

of disturbance waves was found. 

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Annular flow is the multiphase flow regime where a thin film

f liquid is carried along the channel walls by a high velocity gas

tream which flows along the centre of a channel. At large enough

as and liquid flow rates, liquid droplets are torn from the film

urface and entrained into the core gas stream. This flow is char-

cterised by high rates of heat and mass transfer due to a high de-

ree of turbulent mixing and a large interfacial area. Therefore an-

ular flow is widely used in heat exchangers, cooling systems and

hemical industry; it also occurs in production and transportation

ipelines in oil-and-gas industry, steam generators and evapora-

ors. Large interfacial area is achieved in this flow due to a number

f factors, related to each other. Three kinds of gas-liquid interface

xist in annular flow: 1) Surface of liquid film covered by compli-
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ated system of waves, 2) Surface of droplets entrained into the

as core; 3) Surface of gas bubbles entrapped into the liquid film. 

.1. Film wavy structure 

The film surface is covered by large-scale structures called "dis-

urbance waves" or "roll waves". These large lumps of liquid travel

ith high velocity across a thin residual layer of liquid called

 "base film" without changing significantly over long distances

 Hall Taylor et al., 1963 ). The surface of both the disturbance waves

nd the base film is covered by small-scale "ripples". All the rip-

les are generated at the rear slopes of the disturbance waves

 Alekseenko et al., 2008 ) and either decelerate and travel across

he base film ("slow ripples") or accelerate and travel across the

op parts of "parent" disturbance waves ("fast ripples"). Both the

ongitudinal and transverse size of slow and fast ripples are at least

n order of magnitude smaller than that of disturbance waves.

t the same time, the fast ripples are characterised by higher

mplitudes and steeper slopes than the slow ones, thus making
nder the CC BY license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 
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a  
the surface of disturbance waves much rougher than that of the

base film. Both slow and fast ripples are three-dimensional in

shape. In particular, the fast ripples noted in both horizontal rect-

angular ducts and upward flow in a circular duct are horseshoe-

shaped and placed on top of disturbance waves in a staggered or-

der ( Cherdantsev et al., 2014 ). Strong similarities are noted in both

configurations. The slow ripples end by being absorbed when the

following disturbance wave overtakes them. The fast ripples either

disappear due to decay at the front of the parent disturbance wave

or due to being scattered by the gas stream into droplets. This scat-

tering is the main source of primary entrainment of liquid from

film surface in annular flow. 

1.2. Droplet entrainment and deposition 

The detachment of the droplets from film surface occurs via

the formation of two kinds of transitional liquid structures, called

"liquid bags" and "liquid ligaments" ( Azzopardi, 1983; Pham et al.,

2014 ). According to Cherdantsev et al. (2014) , bag break-up oc-

curs when the whole front of a fast ripple is blown-up by the gas

stream (see also Woodmansee & Hanratty, 1969 ), whilst ligament

break-up occurs at a junction of side edges of two adjacent fast

ripples. After a break-up of any kind, a number of droplets are cre-

ated with a wide range of sizes and velocities. 

Both the longitudinal and transverse velocity components of

entrained droplets just after impact are of order of a few metres

per second ( Azzopardi, 1987; Alekseenko et al., 2014 ). The longi-

tudinal component increases with time due to the action of gas

drag force ( Azzopardi & Teixeira, 1994; Fore & Dukler, 1995; Zaidi

et al., 1998 ). The transverse velocity component is conserved for

droplets larger than 0.2 mm ( James et al., 1980 ). In horizontal / in-

clined flows, the droplets also gain an accelerating transverse ve-

locity component due to the action of gravity. The movement in

the transverse direction will cause the droplets to eventually reach

a film surface and impact it at an oblique angle. 

Cherdantsev et al. (2017) observed three scenarios of impact of

a droplet depositing from the gas core onto a gas-sheared liquid

film. In one of the cases, which most often occurs at thin films

with low interfacial slopes, - i.e., on the base film surface - the

impacting droplet creates long and narrow "furrow" on film sur-

face. Similar events were observed by Okawa et al. (2008) who

studied the oblique droplet impact onto static liquid surface. The

film surface behind the protruding droplet becomes covered with

very short transversely oriented waves, probably appearing due to

a strong shear induced by the passing droplet and related Kelvin-

Helmholtz instability. The most interesting phenomenon during

such an impact (not reported by Okawa et al., 2008 ) is the mas-

sive entrapment of gas bubbles behind the protruding droplet. 

1.3. Gas bubbles entrapped by liquid film 

If the entrained droplets in the gas core are often referred to

as "the third phase", the first two being the gas core and liquid

film, the bubbles can be referred to as "the fourth phase". The

presence of numerous bubbles is reported in many experimen-

tal papers in which visualisation of gas-sheared liquid film was

employed. These studies include visualisation in the plane of the

wall ( Hewitt & Roberts, 1969; Woodmansee & Hanratty, 1969; Van

Nimwegen et al., 2015; Dasgupta et al., 2017 ) and in the plane

of the duct’s longitudinal section ( Hewitt et al., 1990; Schubring

et al., 2010; Zadrazil et al., 2014; Pan et al., 2015 ) with various op-

tical methods. The gas bubbles inside the liquid film are expected

to play important role in the flow hydrodynamics. The presence

of bubbles may change the overall effective hydrodynamic param-

eters of liquid film such as density and viscosity. Bubbles con-

tribute to an increase in the interfacial area and thus may enhance
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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hemical reactions. Between an entrapped bubble and the duct’s

all an area of locally much thinner film exists and, consequently,

 much higher heat transfer rate appears ( Mesler, 1976 ). The ini-

iation of nucleate boiling by passing disturbance waves noted by

arbosa et al. (2003) could be explained by gas bubbles entrapped

n the disturbance waves and acting as nucleation sites if they ad-

ered to the wall of the duct. The bursting of entrapped bubbles

s supposed to be one of the mechanisms of droplet entrainment

 Hewitt & Hall Taylor, 1970; Ishii & Grolmes, 1975 ). The presence

f bubbles may also affect the reliability of film thickness mea-

urements in annular flow. When measuring using the conductivity

ethod, a significant quantity of bubbles could produce a weaker

onductance and so produce an under-prediction of the film thick-

ess ( van der Meulen, 2011 ). When measuring using optical tech-

iques based on light reflection such as Laser Focus Displacement

echnique ( Hazuku et al., 2008 ), the bubbles interfaces may be in-

erpreted as the film interface and also cause under-prediction of

he real film thickness. 

Despite their importance, bubbles in annular flow have not

een studied as intensively as waves on film surface or entrained

roplets. Nearly the only paper specifically devoted to study-

ng the bubbles in annular flow was the paper by Rodriguez &

hedd (2004a) , who measured the number and sizes of entrapped

ubbles in horizontal pipe with inner diameter of 15.1 mm at three

ifferent circumferential positions. A backlit visualisation technique

as employed with an outstanding spatial resolution (4.2 μm/pixel)

nd decent exposure time (30 μs), but with low sampling fre-

uency which prevented them from studying the bubbles dynam-

cs. As a result, only distributions of bubbles by size normalised

y base film thickness were obtained. The distributions were de-

cribed by a monotonically decaying exponential function; it was

hown that the bubbles sizes decrease with increase in gas veloc-

ty. Unfortunately, the measurements were conducted only inside

he base film due to strong redistribution of light by rough sur-

ace of the disturbance waves which caused significant errors in

he processing algorithm. This limitation will bias the results to

maller bubble sizes and concentrations, since large bubbles are

een to be carried by the disturbance waves. 

Kopplin (2004) followed this work by measuring the axial and

ircumferential velocities of the entrapped bubbles. He assumed

hat the entrapped bubbles act as tracers and allow measurements

f local liquid velocity inside the film. The data was taken sep-

rately inside smooth areas of the base film, inside the ripples

n the base film and inside the disturbance waves. It was shown

hat inside ripples and disturbance waves the velocity variation in-

reases. Zadrazil et al. (2014) used Planar LIF technique to study

tatistical characteristics of waves on film surface in annular flow.

hey also paid attention to measuring the bubbles frequency and

ize distribution. These characteristics were found to be linked to

he interfacial roughness, and it was thus suggested that gas en-

rainment is related to the existence of large-amplitude waves. 

In their visualisation study, Woodmansee and Han-

atty (1969) focused on the process of liquid entrainment.

hey have also noticed that the bubbles are accumulated inside

he disturbance waves and suggested that the bubbles are en-

rapped when " ripples once lifted from the interface fall forward

nto the liquid film ". Based on their PLIF visualisation, Rodriguez

 Shedd (2004b) assumed that " folding " of disturbance waves

rests leads to the formation of pockets of air trapped inside the

lm. These and further discussion on the mechanisms of bubbles

ntrapment is given in Section 3.1 . 

.4. The goal and structure of the paper 

The goal of the present paper is a comprehensive and system-

tic investigation of gas bubbles trapped by gas-sheared liquid film
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 1. Schematic showing the configuration of the shearing rig and associated measurement system. 
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n annular gas-liquid flow. Such a study should be conducted on

wo levels. Firstly, it should yield qualitative understanding of all

tages of evolution of a single bubble, starting from its entrap-

ent and ending by its collapse. Secondly, it should present quan-

itative characterisation of as large a number as possible of bub-

les that are present in real gas-sheared film in terms of their

oncentration and distributions by size and velocity at different

ow conditions. Since both evolution and properties of the bub-

les are expected to be affected by the disturbance waves, both

ualitative and quantitative studies should be conducted with rela-

ion to presence of disturbance waves in the area of interrogation.

his connection is one of the reasons why the measurements of

ubbles properties should be conducted simultaneously with field

easurements of local film thickness in the whole area of interest.

his goal will be achieved using Brightness-Based Laser-Induced

luorescence (BBLIF) technique. The paper is structured as follows.

ection 2 describes the experimental set-up, film thickness mea-

urements technique and the algorithm of automatic detection of

ntrapped bubbles in BBLIF data. Section 3 describes the results of

n extended qualitative study of mechanisms of bubbles entrap-

ent and scenarios of bubbles collapse, together with compari-

on of the results to the qualitative observations from literature.

ection 4 presents the results of an analysis of bubbles size dis-

ributions and concentration. Section 5 presents analysis of bub-

les velocity and an attempt to characterise the velocity profile in-

ide the liquid film using bubbles as traces, similar to analysis of

opplin (2004) , but with relation to the film thickness. The final

ection summarises the results. 

. Experimental details 

.1. Experimental setup and measurement technique 

The experiments were carried out in the shearing rig which is

art of the Multiphase research group at the University of Not-

ingham. This rig is the same as used by Alghoul et al. (2011) and

herdantsev et al. (2014, 2017 ) and a schematic of the shearing rig

s shown in Fig. 1 . The working section of the rig is a horizontally-

riented rectangular duct of 0.025 m height, 0.161 m width and 2 m

ength. The air is supplied by the blower, being introduced through

 conditioning section and a honeycomb grid. The flow rate of the

ir is controlled and monitored with reference to a calibrated ori-
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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ce plate to determine the mean flow rate through the system.

ater is introduced at the base of the duct and the flow rate is

onitored with a calibrated flowmeter. The gas flow pushes the

iquid along the section until it is discharged from the separator.

rom previous results it is known that air flow rates correspond-

ng to gas superficial velocities of 25, 30 and 35 m/s and liquid

eynolds numbers of 220, 360 and 520 result in droplet entrain-

ent, and these values were chosen for further study. In this case

he liquid Reynolds number was defined as the volumetric liquid

ow rate per unit width of the duct ("loading factor", L f ) divided

y the kinematic viscosity of liquid, Re L = L f / ν , and the gas super-

cial velocity, V G , is the volumetric flow rate of the air divided by

he cross-sectional area of the duct. Tap water is used as working

iquid. 

The Brightness-Based Laser-Induced Fluorescence (BBLIF) tech- 

ique is used because it can provide field measurement of local

lm thickness. The method employs the Lambert-Beer law inte-

rated over a layer of liquid containing a fluorescent dye to mono-

onically correlate the thickness of the layer to the brightness of

uorescence ( Hidrovo & Hart, 2001 ). The fluorescent dye (Rho-

amine 6G) is dissolved in the working liquid in small (15 mg/l)

oncentration and excited by illuminating the working liquid by

aser light with a wavelength of 527 nm, which is close to the max-

mum in absorption spectrum of the dye. The irradiated light is re-

mitted in the red spectral domain and its intensity can be mea-

ured with a camera equipped by low-pass optical filter to remove

he laser wavelengths. The recalculation formula together with cal-

bration procedure can be found in Cherdantsev et al. (2017) . 

Both camera and laser were located below and pointing up-

ards at the bottom of the duct at the distance of 1.6 m from the

nlet (37 duct hydraulic diameters). The laser beam was expanded

ver an area to obtain the instantaneous shape of film surface re-

olved in both longitudinal and transverse coordinate within the

egion of Interest ( RoI ) which was 51 mm in longitudinal direction,

 , and 20 mm (1/8 of the width of the duct) in transverse direction,

 . This size of RoI yielded spatial resolution of 40 μm/pixel and pro-

ided a balance between the need to view as large an area as pos-

ible and the need to see small features. The laser was pulsed at

ts maximum rate of 10 kHz and the camera was synchronised with

he laser. The exposure time was defined by the laser pulse dura-

ion and was approximately 10 −7 s. For each combination of flow

ates three records of 20 0 0 images (which corresponds to duration
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 2. An example of BBLIF data: instantaneous matrix h ( x,y ) in graphical form. Re L = 520, V G = 30 m/s. Numbers denote: liquid ligament (1), liquid droplets (2) and 

entrapped bubbles (3). 
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of 0.2 s) were obtained. As a result, the data were obtained in the

form of three-dimensional matrices h ( x,y,t ), where h is local film

thickness. 

2.2. Understanding different objects in BBLIF data 

The value of the film thickness, h(x,y,t), obtained by the BBLIF

technique, corresponds to real local film thickness, h real , under two

conditions. The first condition is that the slope of the interface in

the point of measurement, d h real/ d x and d h real /d y , should not be

larger than a critical angle. Steep slopes cause an increase in the

reflection coefficient: for water-air interface a significant increase

starts around 35 °−40 ° and total internal reflection occurs at about

48 °. The additional illumination caused by the reflected laser light

is not taken into account by the recalculation procedure and causes

a non-physical increase in the measured local film thickness. 

The second condition is that the optical beam along which the

brightness is collected by a single pixel of the camera, should cross

only one gas-liquid interface. In such a case only one continuous

layer of liquid, namely, the liquid film on the duct’s bottom, con-

tributes to the measured brightness of fluorescence. In real gas-

sheared film flow, with droplet entrainment and bubbles entrap-

ment, other cases are possible. One example of a situation when

this condition is broken is the probable overturning of fast rip-

ple waves or formation of liquid bags/ligaments, when the optical

beam first crosses the liquid film at the wall and then the liquid

structure "hanging" above it. 

Another example is that of a droplet, flying above the film sur-

face. Since such a droplet was entrained from liquid film surface, it

contains fluorescent matter and it is also illuminated by the laser

light which has passed through the film. Thus, such droplet would

contribute towards the local brightness of fluorescence and the lo-

cal film thickness will be calculated based on total brightness emit-

ted by both the film and the droplet. Thus, droplets appear in BBLIF

data as localised spots of higher "film thickness", moving with

very high speed. The value of h(x,y,t) inside the droplet location

does not necessarily correspond to the sum of film thickness and

droplet height, since the laser light illumination inside the droplet

may be non-uniform due to curvilinear surface of the droplet, es-

pecially if the droplet is of elliptic shape ( Alekseenko et al., 2014 ). 

The trapped bubbles, on the other hand, do not contain the

fluorescent matter. Thus, their presence would reduce the local

brightness of fluorescence and, hence, local measured "film thick-

ness". At the bubble’s periphery the incident light will inevitably
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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eet the water-air interface at steep slopes of up to 90 °, which

ill cause total internal reflection of the incident light. Thus, as de-

cribed above, at the border of a bubble, a narrow ring of very high

pparent "film thickness" will be calculated by BBLIF algorithm. 

An example of a matrix of "film thickness", h ( x,y ), at a fixed

oment of time is presented in Fig. 2 in a graphical form. In this

rocessed image, the local brightness of each pixel of the image

s linearly proportional to the local value of h(x,y) . In this scale,

hite corresponds to a film thickness of 2 mm. The flow direction

s from left to right and the left of the image is brighter due to the

ront part of a disturbance wave; to the right it is darker because

t represents the base film surface in front of it. The arrows mark

 liquid ligament (1), entrained droplets (2) and bubbles (3). 

It is obvious from Fig. 2 that the number of bubbles inside the

isturbance waves is much larger than that inside the base film.

his difference is not only related to the thicker film inside the

isturbance wave: the number of bubbles per unit wall area also

ncreases significantly. In addition, larger bubbles can be encoun-

ered among the smaller bubbles inside the disturbance waves. 

.3. Algorithm of bubbles identification 

The algorithm of automatic identification for entrapped bubbles

s based on several observations. First, the typical size of a bubble

s much smaller than the size of both fast and slow ripples, not to

ention the disturbance waves. Thus, the waves and the bubbles

an be separated based on spatial scale. Second, the shape of a

ubble in BBLIF data has distinctive features such as a "cavity" in

he centre and high ridgelines around it. These features make the

ubbles easier to identify and discriminate from droplets compared

o standard imaging techniques. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the main steps of the algorithm applied to a

mall fragment of BBLIF data. 

• The original image ( Fig 3 a) was segmented into a low ( Fig 3 b)

and high frequency ( Fig 3 c) component using the median of

the image taken over a square with side of 50 pixels (2 mm).

This segmentation estimates the local film height around the

bubble from the local median values ( Fig. 3 b) and identified

the high frequency components associated with the bubbles,

droplets and other features as the difference between the orig-

inal and the median-filtered image ( Fig. 3 c). 
• The high-frequency image of the bubble contained a depres-

sion surrounded by a brighter ring as shown in Fig. 3 c. Unfor-
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 3. Example of the stages of the analysis algorithm: (a) small segment of larger image with identified bubbles present; (b) low pass median filter of the data (50 × 50); 

(c) high-pass median filtered data showing variation of the film; (d) quantised image to minimise over-segmentation in the watershed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. A drawing illustrating definition of the quantities h E and h R = h R1 + h R2 . 
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a  

i  

d  

b  

c  
tunately, this is only true for bubbles larger than double spa-

tial resolution (i.e., about 80 μm ) in diameter, so smaller bub-

bles are ignored in this analysis. The images were quantised

by decreasing the number of levels from 256 to 16 to pre-

vent over-segmentation due to noise levels during the detec-

tion of catchment areas ( Fig. 3 d) and then a watershed analysis

( Matlab 2017b ) was used to detect the depressions associated

with bubbles. For each of these watershed regions bordered by

the maximum of the rim, the equivalent diameter and centroid

were recorded. 
• Regions with large eccentricity ε > 2 or over 10 0 0 pixels in size

(over 1.42 mm in diameter) were filtered out as being associ-

ated with the space between bubbles or optical distortions. 
• The velocity of the bubbles was measured using a particle

tracker algorithm that used the centroids of the identified

bubbles. This algorithm used a modification of the Hungarian

linker algorithm ( Cao, 2008 ) which uses the Munkres function

( Munkres, 1957 ) to identify if a bubble pair exists in adjacent

frames. A size discriminator was also implemented to ensure

only a bubble of comparative size was matched between im-

age pairs. If no pair existed in adjacent frames then the bub-

ble was marked as false and was not counted as a true bubble.

This step was used as a final filter to ensure only real bubbles

were counted. As can be seen from Fig. 3 a, this clearly identi-

fied most of the bubbles larger than 2 pixels in size. Obviously

it undercounted the smallest bubbles, so these are ignored in

the further analysis. The method also easily discriminated be-

tween droplets and bubbles due to absence of a prominent de-
 F  

Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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pression of brightness in droplet’s central part and much larger

velocity of the droplets; so no droplets were counted. 

.4. Measurable quantities and measurement errors 

The quantities being measured to characterise a single bubble

t each time instant are: the coordinates of its centroid, x and y ,

ts equivalent diameter in x - y plane, D , and its velocity, V . In ad-

ition, two quantities characterising the bubble in z -direction can

e estimated. The first quantity is the thickness of liquid film en-

ompassing the bubble, h E . The idea is illustrated in a sketch (see

ig. 4 ), in which h is equal to the length of the vertical dashed
E 
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line. In the experiments, h E is estimated as the median film thick-

ness in a 2 mm x 2 mm area around the centre of the bubble. The

second quantity is the thickness of the residual liquid film both

under and above the bubble, h R , equal to the sum of the lengths

h R1 and h R2 in Fig. 4 . In the experiments this quantity is estimated

as a local film thickness value in the centre of the bubble. 

To characterise the overall behaviour of bubbles, the number

of bubbles detected in each image and the average film thickness

over each image were measured. The uncertainty in the bubble ve-

locity and location are mostly related to pixelisation. The location

is determined by the centroid algorithm, so it could be estimated

to sub-pixel accuracy. The velocity will therefore have an uncer-

tainty related to the magnitude of the displacement between im-

ages. This uncertainty would be about 20% for velocities of the or-

der of 0.2 m/s, dropping to 4% for velocities of 1 m/s. The size of the

bubbles is calculated using the equivalent diameter algorithm, with

uses the area of the often elliptical bubbles to determine an equiv-

alent diameter if the area was a circle. For example, a 0.1 mm bub-

ble would have an uncertainty of 8% while for a bubble of 0.3 mm

the uncertainty would be of the order of 1%. 

The known issues with film thickness measurements are de-

scribed in Section 2.2 . If the local film slope is not large and there

is only one interface seen in the considered pixel, there are no sig-

nificant distortions. In this case the error in film thickness mea-

surements is mostly defined by the camera noise and does not ex-

ceed 5%. Many of the distortion sources are of small size and so

can be segmented from the main image by the use of a 2D-median

filter prior to calculation of film thickness. If the size of a distortion

source - such as a bubble or a droplet - is smaller than half of the

filter window area, then the median filter will provide a value that

is representative of the most probable value of the height of the

film surrounding the feature. In this application the mean bubble

sizes are of the order of 300 μm, corresponding to an area of 44

pixels, which is significantly less than that of the filtering window

(50 by 50). This estimation assumes that the adjacent features do

not interpose. 

To test the segmentation process, sample images were anal-

ysed to ascertain the validity of detection. The proportion of cor-

rect identifications from the watershed segmentation were 95%.

In other words, we have a confidence in 95% of all the values

given and only 5% of the values are false positives. However, to

achieve this confidence in the measured values, it was necessary

to set harsh conditions, which resulted in a relatively high num-

ber of false negatives. Thus, the number of bubbles detected was

less than the number of bubbles present; about 15% of the bubbles

in the disturbance waves were ignored in this analysis. The detec-

tion rate for bubbles larger than 80 μm in the base film was also

very high. However, it can be observed that there were a signifi-

cant number of very small bubbles that are not detected and this

will affect the later statistics. 

3. Evolution of the bubbles: entrapment and collapse 

The goal of the first stage of this study is to understand the

physical mechanisms responsible for entrapment of air inside the

liquid film and for air release. For this purpose, the qualitative

analysis started in Cherdantsev et al. (2017) of the processes of

generation is expanded to include other mechanisms and an anal-

ysis of the extinction of bubbles is performed. 

3.1. Mechanisms of bubbles entrapment 

In the present study, we have managed to visually detect three

repeatable mechanisms of bubbles entrapment noted from close

analysis of all of the videos: 
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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• Entrapment due to "furrow" impact of depositing droplets, first

observed by Cherdantsev et al. (2017) , this will be expanded in

more detail here, 
• Entrapment due to the impact of remnants of transitional liquid

structures, not reported previously; 
• Entrapment due to overturning of fast ripple waves, ob-

served by Woodmansee & Hanratty (1969) and Rodriguez &

Shedd (2004b) . 

Sample examples of these mechanisms are illustrated and dis-

ussed below in the separate subsections. 

.1.1. Entrapment due to impacting droplets 

As reported by Cherdantsev et al. (2017) , massive entrapment

f small bubbles into a gas-sheared liquid film occurs due to the

mpacts of droplets previously entrained from film surface. When

hese droplets deposit back at shallow angle of impact, they plough

long the film surface, creating a highly-perturbed long and nar-

ow "furrow" in their wake. An example of the BBLIF-record of

his process is shown in Fig. 5 (see Video 1 for the full sequence).

rior to the impact of a droplet, the film surface was almost free

f bubbles (a). After the first contact to the film surface, the im-

acting droplet moves along the surface, generating a furrow of a

ew centimetres long (b, c). After the droplet has passed, numerous

ntrapped bubbles are observed inside the liquid film (c). 

The exact mechanism of bubbles entrapment during the "fur-

ow" impact remains unclear. In the literature, several mechanisms

f air entrainment due to droplet impact have been proposed, but

one of them matches the observations in the present work. The

ost studied mechanism of this kind is trapping of thin gas disk

"air cushion") between the surfaces of a falling droplet and the

ool (e.g. Thoroddsen et al., 2003; Korobkin et al., 2008; Hicks

t al., 2012 ). The difference between this process and the "fur-

ow" impact is in the volume of the entrapped air: during the fur-

ow impact total volume of the entrapped bubbles may be com-

arable to the volume of the impacting droplet (see Fig. 5 in the

resent paper and Fig. 5 in Cherdantsev et al. (2017) . In the air-

ushioning entrapment process, the ratio of the volumes is usually

ess than 10 −4 ( Tran et al., 2013 ). Two other mechanisms were ob-

erved during droplet impact into a deep pool: entrapment of gas

ubbles by the vortex ring forming around the impacting droplet

 Caroll & Mesler 1981; Thoraval et al., 2016 ) or entrapment of a

arge bubble above the drop, penetrating the pool surface at high

peed ( Deka et al., 2017 ). During the "furrow" impact, the droplet

emains near the film surface; besides, film thickness in the con-

idered flow is comparable to the size of the impacting droplet and

hus cannot be considered a deep pool. 

Quite likely, the entrapment we observe is related to a strong

eformation of either the liquid film, or impacting droplet surface,

r both. In the modelling of oblique impact by Xie et al. (2017) , the

urrow seems to consist of a chain of craters on the film surface,

lthough, no entrapped bubbles were observed inside the mod-

lled film. In the model of Guo & Lian (2017) the upper part of the

roplet moves faster than the lower part which appears to be ad-

ered to the film surface. This difference may lead to the formation

f gas pockets between the film and the upper part of the droplet.

ale & Akers (2016) experimented with relatively slow and large

roplets moving almost horizontally over the liquid surface. Using

racer particles, they have detected rolling motion in the moving

roplet, and this kind of motion may also be true for the faster

roplets typical in annular flow which might also lead to bubbles

ntrapment. 

Rodriguez & Shedd (2004b) cast doubt about the significance of

roplet impacts in bubble creation for their experiments by not-

ng that the bubbles density was much higher than the number of

roplet impacts per unit time in the same area. This observation
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 5. Bubbles entrapment due to oblique droplet impact. The numbers denote: impacting liquid droplet (1); entrapped gas bubbles (2). Re L = 220, V G = 25 m/s. Image size 

is 31.2 mm by 8 mm. The time increases downwards with the time step of 1 ms. 
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oes not disprove the discussed mechanism for two reasons: first,

 single impacting droplet can create a large number of bubbles;

econd, some of the entrapped bubbles remain inside the film af-

er the impact, thus, the bubbles are accumulated due to numerous

mpacts and their number grows with time and downstream dis-

ance. 

These furrow impacts occur mainly on the base film behind

he disturbance waves. This peculiarity is supposedly linked to the

hallow angles of the slopes of slow ripple waves covering the base

lm. Droplet impacts is the only entrapment scenario that could

appen on the base film far from the disturbance waves. The two

ther scenarios occur in front of the disturbance waves. 

.1.2. Impacts of the transitional structures 

During visual inspection of the data, the creation of larger bub-

les just in front of disturbance waves was observed. This occurs

hen the remnants of transitional entrainment structures – liquid

ags or liquid ligaments – fall down onto the film. Such remnants

ay carry a significant mass of liquid, much larger than that typi-

ally carried in the droplets. An example of such an event is shown

n Fig. 6 as a sequence of images with a time step of 2 ms. In this

ase, a lump of liquid (1), presumably part of a former liquid bag

orn from disturbance wave (2), passes across the measurement

rea with speed of about 5 m/s, and a number of large bubbles (3)

ith sizes comparable to that of large bubbles inside the distur-

ance wave (4), are created. These bubbles are quite likely to sur-

ive, since the time they spend in the base film is relatively short

nd they are promptly overrun by the disturbance wave which cre-

ted them. The full event is shown in Video 2. It is interesting to

bserve a long ditch (5) created by the remnant of the liquid lump

1). This ditch also turns into two large bubbles by the end of the

equence. 

It could be expected that the physical mechanisms of bubbles

reation by the droplets and by the larger lumps of liquid are the

ame, since the difference between the two cases is only quantita-

ive, being defined by the size of the impacting object. 

.1.3. Entrapment due to overturning of the fast ripples 

Other possible sources of bubbles generation are reported in

ifferent gas-liquid flows. These mechanisms include: gas entrap-
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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ent by plunging liquid jet ( Cummins & Chanson, 1999 ), which

s similar to what happens at the rear end of a Taylor bubble

 Kockx et al., 2005 ); breaking of large waves ( Dean & Stokes 2002 )

nd processes at the front of a hydraulic jump ( Chanson &

ualtieri, 2008; Xiang et al., 2014 ).The disturbance waves appear-

ng in annular flow have much in common to hydraulic jumps, and

ne would expect them to be partially responsible for bubbles en-

rapment. 

Comparing of our knowledge on wavy structure of disturbance

aves and fast ripples ( Cherdantsev et al., 2014 ) to the descriptions

f bubbles entrapment process given by both Woodmansee & Han-

atty (1969) , " ripples once lifted from the interface fall forward onto

he liquid film ") and Rodriguez & Shedd (2004b ), " peaks or crests

hat entrap pockets of air when folding onto the bulk liquid "), sug-

ests that one more scenario of entrapment is related to the fast

ipples falling onto the base film in front of a disturbance wave.

 specific search for such events was performed throughout the

hole amount of the data. Within the limitations of the present

ethod it is difficult to confirm that overturning/falling of a fast

ipple takes place, since only one value of apparent "film thick-

ess", h , is obtained for each combination of x, y and t . Still, iden-

ification of such events was possible based on visual inspection of

he data in graphical form. An example sequence of frames show-

ng such an event is given in Fig. 7 with full video of this event

hown in Video 3. 

In Fig. 7 (a) a fast ripple can be seen starting to overturn and

artially "hang" above the base film. Its front edge, marked as (1),

an be seen as a contrast in the brightness. In front of this line, h

orresponds only to the base film thickness; in between the lines

1) and (2), h is produced by a combination of fluorescence inside

oth the base film and the fast ripple hanging above it. The bright

ine (2) appears due to total internal reflection of the laser light

t the junction between the fast ripple and the base film, where

he interface inevitably becomes vertical. An observation support-

ng this interpretation is linked to the bubbles (3) and (4) visi-

le between the lines (1) and (2). The two bubbles marked by (3)

ame from the left inside the fast ripple; they are moving much

aster than the one marked by (4), located inside the base film.

his behaviour is clear at the beginning of Video 3. 
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 6. Entrapment of bubbles due to oblique impact of remnants of a liquid bag onto the base film in front of a disturbance wave. The numbers denote: remnants of a 

liquid bag (1), front of disturbance wave (2), new entrapped bubbles (3), large bubbles inside the disturbance wave (4), ditch created by a lump of liquid protruding over 

film surface (5). Re L = 360, V G = 30 m/s. The full RoI (51 mm × 20 mm) is shown. The time increases downwards with the time step of 2 ms. 
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Later in time, the contact line (2) is being deformed, with its

side edges moving faster than the front part ( Fig. 7 (b)). In this way,

a three-dimensional pocket of air is formed with its front part still

open. At the stages (c-d) the pocket is finally closed when the fast

ripple’s crest comes into contact with the base film. The side edges

of the contact line (2) close to form the border of a new large bub-

ble ( Fig. 7 (e)). Though the bubbles created this way can be large,
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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his kind of event is relatively rare. It was mostly observed at the

owest gas velocities and the largest liquid flow rates. We assume

his phenomenon is affected by neither shape nor the size of the

uct if the duct’s wetted perimeter is much larger than the typical

ransverse size of a fast ripple. 

It is worth noticing that both bubbles marked as (3) survives

hat process, moving with high but variable speed and "outlive"
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 7. Entrapment of a large bubble due to overturning of a fast ripple wave. 

Re L = 520, V G = 25 m/s. Image size is 19.2 mm by 9.6 mm. Relative time: 0 ms (a); 

1.6 ms (b); 3.2 ms (c); 5.2 ms (d); 7.7 ms (e). The numbers denote: Front edge of 

the overturning ripple (1); the "contact line" between the overturning ripple and 

the base film (2); small bubbles inside the overturning ripple (3); a small bubble 

inside the base film (4). 
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he fast ripple that carried them. The bubble (4) flows under the

isturbance wave as the wave overtakes it. Over a long time (from

a) to (c)) it does not shift significantly along the x -coordinate; but

eginning from (d) it moves forward much more quickly. Possibly,

t shifts along the vertical coordinate, z , and rises into the layer of

iquid moving with a much higher speed. The detailed quantitative

nalysis of bubbles movement will be given in Section 5 . 

.2. Collapse of bubbles 

We have discussed the creation of bubbles using some of the

any examples seen in the results taken. In the analysis of all the

ideos it was also noticed that some bubbles were unstable and

ollapsed. On the basis of our visual observations, we can conclude

hat the entrapped bubbles may collapse for two main reasons:

ither because of various external perturbations, or because it is

rapped between the wall and the interface. 

There are several sources of external perturbations able to cause

he collapse of a bubble. These types of perturbations include: 

• Either impact of a droplet or collapse of another bubble next to

the bubble under consideration; in this case the bubble is being

broken by the shock of either the expanding crater, protruding

furrow or a circular wave produced by the collapsing bubble. 
• When a bubble is inside a disturbance wave, it undergoes nu-

merous changes in both longitudinal and transverse velocity to-

gether with shape deformations. These perturbations may be

related to the movement of the fast ripples, which demon-

strate large fluctuations in behaviour when travelling across the

disturbance wave and interact with each other. Another possi-

ble reason of such behaviour of bubbles is their interaction to

large-scale turbulent vortices which might exist inside the dis-

turbance waves. 
• A fraction of the new-created bubbles in a furrow region col-

lapse promptly (see Section 3.3 in Cherdantsev et al., 2017 ). We

suppose this happens due to strong shear beneath the inter-

face, induced by the ‘furrowing’ droplet, and subsequent recov-

ery flow. 

At the same time, it is possible to observe the collapse of bub-

les without any obvious external reason. Fig. 8 shows an exam-

le of a temporal sequence of frames showing such an event. Fig-

res on the right show the apparent film thickness along the lon-

itudinal cross-section of the images to the left. When the bubble

ollapses, the surrounding liquid flows into the space previously

ccupied by the bubble and forms a central jet that is similar to

 jet appearing at the final stages of normal droplet impact (see

orthington, 1908 ). At the same time, a circular expanding wave

s generated due to the collapse. 

A search for bubbles collapsing without external perturbation

as shown that such event is not very frequent: in total, about 120

vents of this kind were detected during 5.4 s. During the search,

nly the bubbles which existed long enough prior to collapse were

elected. Such bubbles appeared to be relatively large. As a rule,

hey have recently "escaped" a disturbance wave through its rear

lope inside a newly-generated slow ripple. Prior to collapse, such

ubbles start to slow down; this could be interpreted as sticking

o the wall. In such a case, the ripple continues its movement and

ocal film thickness around the bubble decreases as the ripple wave

asses. Thus, the bubble becomes too large to survive in the trough

etween the ripples and collapses. 

To characterise the process quantitatively, for each collaps-

ng bubble its equivalent diameter, D (see Section 2.3 ), resid-

al film thickness, h R , and encompassing film thickness, h E , (see

ection 2.4 ) were obtained. The measurement results are shown

n Fig. 9 (a) in form of histograms. It can be seen that bubble di-

meter in x - y plane, D , is generally larger than the film thickness,
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 8. Sequence of frames (time step is 0.2 ms) showing the collapse of a bubble. 

Images on the left show graphical representation of film thickness in the vicinity 

of the bubble. Images on the right show apparent film thickness profiles along the 

line y = 0. Re L = 360, V G = 30 m/s. 
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Fig. 9. Analysis of bubbles on the verge of collapsing. a) Distributions of bubble diamete

residual film around the bubble, h R . b) Comparison of bubble diameter in x - y plane vs th
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ncompassing the bubble, h E . The residual film thickness around

he ready-to-collapse bubbles is thin: its median value is less than

0 μm. 

Since the residual film thickness is small, comparing the bub-

le’s size in x - y plane and thickness of liquid film encompassing

he bubble for individual bubbles can provide us with a general

dea on possible three-dimensional shape of the bubbles and the

onditions of a bubble’s existence. Such a comparison for the bub-

les prior to collapse is shown in Fig. 9 (b). The majority of bubbles

ollapse in the region D /2 < h E < D . This relationship does not nec-

ssarily mean that a bubble is "squashed" up to two times along

 -coordinate between the wall and the film surface. Alternatively,

he top part of a bubble may rise above the surface of surrounding

iquid, being up to two times higher. 

The same comparison of D vs h E for all the detected bubbles

not only the collapsing ones) for one combination of gas and liq-

id flow rates is presented in Fig. 10 in form of a two-dimensional

istogram. 

For visualisation purposes, the local brightness of each two-

imensional bin in Fig. 10 is proportional to square root of the

umber of bubbles belonging to the particular narrow ranges of

 and h E . The majority of existing bubbles belongs to the region

 E > D and nearly no bubbles are detected in the region h E < D /2.

n the intermediate region a relatively small number of bubbles

xists. It is expected that these bubbles are short-lived due to high

robability of collapse. 

.3. Summary of bubble generation and creation 

We have shown samples of three different entrainment mech-

nisms noted in the extensive sequences of video obtained in this

nalysis. From the observation of the records it is possible to see

hat bubbles are constantly being created and destroyed. To under-

tand how the fluid and gas properties affect the ratio of creation

nd destruction processes, it is necessary to make a count of the

ize and concentration of the bubbles. This is carried out in the

ext section. 

. Size and concentration of entrapped bubbles 

As a result of the application of the algorithm of automatic de-

ection and processing of bubbles, described in Section 2.3 , the

roperties of the bubbles can be studied quantitatively with rela-

ion to flow rates of both phases and also with respect to presence

r absence of disturbance waves. 
r in x - y plane, D , thickness of film encompassing the bubble, h E , and thickness of 

ickness of liquid film encompassing the bubble for all bubbles individually. 
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Fig. 10. Joint probability between the bubble diameter in x - y plane and the thickness of the encompassing film for one combination of flow rates. Construction lines are 

D = h E and D = 2 h E . 

Fig. 11. The distributions of bubbles by size normalised by base film thickness, δ, for V G = 25 m/s (a), V G = 30 m/s (b) and V G = 35 m/s (c).The bin size is 40 μm . An 

exponential fit is made over the same region as Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) . The 95% confidence level of the curve fit to Re L = 520 is given in the fitted equations. 
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.1. Bubble sizes, concentrations and relation to creation mechanisms 

The size distributions of the bubbles can be seen in Fig. 11 . The

otal number of identified bubbles was normalised by the number

f frames in the record, thus giving the number of bubbles per im-

ge. This quantity increases with gas velocity, and, by a lesser de-

ree, with liquid Reynolds number. To facilitate the comparison to

he results of Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) , the ordinate axis is given

n logarithmic scale and the abscissa axis is normalised by the base

lm thickness, δ. The latter was defined as the modal value of the

lm thickness distribution.The bin width of the distributions prior

o normalisation by δ is equal to 40 μm. 

Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) studied the bubbles in the base

lm only and the parameter D / δ did not exceed 1.5 in their

lots compared to our range up to 10. In the low diameter re-

ion, the distributions were found to be of exponential form

f = Nexp( −bD/δ) . This form is also true for our distributions

ithin that range of D / δ values, except for the smallest bubbles

 D ≤ 0.12 mm), where a slope of the opposite sign can be ob-

erved, possibly due to the difficulty of measuring the smallest

ize of bubbles. Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) reported a similar be-

aviour in their preliminary low-resolution experiments but this

isappeared after the spatial resolution was improved. The spatial
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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esolution of the present measurement system is about 10 times

orse than that of Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) , so the consider-

tions above are applicable to the present case as well. As men-

ioned in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 , the bubbles smaller than two pix-

ls in size ( D ≤ 0.08 mm) are nearly impossible to be detected by

he algorithm, which greatly reduces their frequency and creates

his inverse slope of the distribution. Moreover, some of slightly

arger bubbles (0.08 mm ≤ D ≤ 0.16 mm) may also be missed due to

oise or low contrast. In such a case, the probability of a bubble’s

etection grows with the bubbles size, approaching unity around

 = 0.2 mm. The latter may lead to change of slope of the decaying

art of the distribution in the range 0.12 mm < D < 0.2 mm. 

The exponential decrements were estimated for each regime

oint within a limited range of D / δ where monotonic linear de-

ay was observed. The approximation is shown by the dashed red

ine for Re L = 520 for each value of V G in Fig. 11 and summarised

or all cases in Fig 12. These decrements were found to be the

ame (about 1.9) for all flow conditions within the 95% uncertainty

ounds. This value is about 2–3 times smaller than those obtained

y Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) for similar gas velocities. This dis-

repancy might be attributed to the lack of spatial resolution in

he present experiments as described above. Besides, Rodriguez &

hedd (2004a) conducted their experiments at much larger down-
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 12. The exponent b from the exponential fit (see Fig. 11 ) for all 9 cases studied here. Error bars are 95% confidence levels of curve fit. Data from Rodriguez & 

Shedd (2004a) is shown for comparison. 
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stream distances. The increasing downstream distance may also af-

fect the shape of the distribution, since the smaller bubbles are ex-

pected to be more durable to collapse on the reasons described in

Section 3.2 . 

Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) explain the exponential shape of

the distribution by the cascade of break-up of larger bubbles to

form smaller ones. However, the events of bubbles break-up are

extremely rare and they may occur only when a very large bub-

ble (over 1 mm) is entrapped inside a disturbance wave due to the

scenario described in Section 3.1.3 . Such a bubble may split into

two bubbles, but there is no further cascade of break-up events. In

a severe situation, bubbles of small and medium size would rather

collapse completely than split into smaller ones. Thus, we should

emphasise that the number of smaller bubbles is higher not due to

the bubbles break-up, but due to higher probability of small bub-

bles both to be created (see Section 3.1.1 ) and to survive in the

base film (see Section 3.2 ). 

The present distributions extend to larger bubbles sizes than

those from Rodriguez & Shedd (2004a) due to the taking into ac-

count larger bubbles trapped inside the disturbance waves. It can

be noted in Fig. 11 that there is a change in slope above a certain

value of D / δ which is larger than that measured by Rodriguez &

Shedd (2004a) . This transition occurs at increasing values of D / δ
as the gas velocity is increased, but does not appear to have much

dependence on Re L . 

In order to investigate the effect of disturbance waves on bub-

bles concentration and sizes, temporal records of film thickness av-

eraged over the whole RoI , were constructed. For comparison, the

longitudinal size of a disturbance wave (about 3–4 cm in our con-

ditions) is slightly shorter than that of RoI . Nonetheless, the pres-

ence of a disturbance wave yields a well-pronounced hump in a

temporal record of spatially averaged film thickness (see Fig. 13 ).

This is a simple way to detect presence of a disturbance wave

in the RoI and relate it to the characteristics of the bubbles. In

Fig. 13 the temporal record of volume of fluid in the RoI (i.e., spa-

tially averaged film thickness multiplied by the area of RoI ) is su-

perimposed onto the temporal record of the number of bubbles

inside RoI . An obvious strong correlation between the two records

confirms the previously mentioned qualitative observation on an
increased number of bubbles inside the disturbance waves. d  

b  

Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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It is also interesting to compare the shape of the instanta-

eous distributions of bubble size inside and outside the distur-

ance waves. These correspond to a time when there is a distur-

ance wave (e.g., time instant t 1 in Fig. 13 ) and to a time when

here is no disturbance wave (e.g., time instant t 2 ). The noise level

n individual distributions is quite high, so to understand the ef-

ect that the disturbance wave has on the bubble size and velocity

istributions, a POD filter was used to identify the 2 modes (rep-

esenting the main states of the flow, i.e. with and without dis-

urbance waves) which contain 95% of the energy of the distri-

ution and the distributions were reconstructed only using these

wo modal shapes that represent the two most probable modes

see Hann et al., 2015 for more complete explanation of POD tech-

ique). To increase comprehensiveness of the visual comparison,

he distributions were normalised along the ordinate axis by the

otal number of bubbles in the RoI . Fig. 14 shows an example of

uch a comparison for the two time instants identified in Fig. 13 . 

The normalised distributions are almost identical within the

ange of D < 0.5 mm. This similarity suggests that the small bubbles

nside the base film and inside disturbance waves are of the same

rigin. Namely, the small bubbles are created due to oblique im-

acts of droplets depositing from the gas core with furrow forma-

ion (as described in Section 3.1.1 ). These bubbles travel inside the

ase film until a disturbance wave overtakes them. When a distur-

ance wave passes above those bubbles there is a chance that a

ubble would be captured by the disturbance wave and travel in-

ide it with high speed, as it was observed for the bubble (4) in

ig. 7 . Thus, disturbance waves "collect" numerous small bubbles

rom the base film. This behaviour explains the difference in bub-

les number shown in Fig. 13 . 

The main difference between the two distributions is observed

n the range of large diameters ( D > 0.5 mm) and consists in a

oticeably higher probability of large bubbles inside the distur-

ance waves. There are two reasons for this difference. Firstly,

he large bubbles are mostly created by a different mechanism:

mpact of large-scale liquid lumps remaining from former liquid

ags/ligaments (see Section 3.1.2 ) and overturning of the fast rip-

les ( Section 3.1.3 ). Both mechanisms occur in front of the distur-

ance waves and the new bubbles are promptly overtaken by the

isturbance waves. Secondly (as shown in Section 3.2 ) the large

ubbles are likely to collapse inside the thin base film which is
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 13. Temporal records of the number of bubbles present in each frame, N , and volume of liquid contained inside RoI, V f , in each frame. Peaks are associated with the 

presence of a disturbance wave. The sharp discontinuities are due to this being three 0.2 s segments stitched together. The flow conditions are V G = 35 m/s and Re L = 520. 

t 1 and t 2 are noted as respectively; the time of a disturbance wave, and of the base film passing the measurement area. 

Fig. 14. The bubble size distributions at times t 1 and t 2 (see Fig. 13 ) corresponding to the location of a disturbance wave and base film, respectively. Flow parameters are 

the same as in Fig. 13 . 
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bout 0.2 mm for the flow regime shown in Fig. 14 . Thus, even

f a large bubble manages to escape from the disturbance wave

hrough its rear end, it will eventually collapse due to being

rapped inside thin base film in a trough between the slow ripples.

.2. Understanding bubble density 

The strong correlation that exists between the number of bub-

les and the volume of film liquid as previously shown in Fig. 13 ,

uggests that there is a direct relationship between the two. To

nvestigate this relationship, these two parameters were directly

ompared against each other for each frame and this is shown in

ig. 15 for all combinations of gas and liquid flow rates. It could

e noticed that increase of both the liquid volume and the num-

er of bubbles occurs in loops showing a slight hysteresis between

he two quantities. Every loop is created in a clockwise direction,

hich denotes that the number of bubbles is slightly higher in

ront of a disturbance wave than in the rear of it. For simplicity, the

ependency of the number of bubbles on volume of fluid for each

ow regime can be approximated as a linear one. The 95% confi-
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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ence level of the linear fit is determined to be very small ( < 3%).

he slope of each line characterises the number of bubbles per unit

iquid volume, or volumetric density of bubbles. This quantity is a

unction of both V G and Re L . 

The measured bubble density is plotted in Fig. 16 against V G 

nd Re L . Dependencies of both kinds can be fitted as 

/ V f = A ( V G − V G 0 ) 
0 . 5 

, N/ V f = B ( R e L − R e L 0 ) 
0 . 5 

, 

here V G0 varies with the liquid Reynolds number and Re L0 varies

ith gas velocity. The density of bubbles increases with both liq-

id and gas flow rates, which could be expected since the rate of

iquid entrainment and, hence, the number of depositing droplets

reating small bubbles in the base film also grows with both pa-

ameters. The estimated square root dependence suggests that the

ubble densities are saturated at larger flow rates of liquid and gas.

t was noted in Section 3.2 that the impact of a droplet on the film

ould burst bubbles. Thus, when the base film is uniformly seeded

ith bubbles with high enough concentration, new furrow impact

ould not only create new bubbles, but also destroy old ones, thus

imiting the number of bubbles possible in the film. 
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 15. The relationship between the number of bubbles and the total volume of liquid present in each frame. 

Fig. 16. Dependence of bubbles density on gas velocity (a) and liquid Reynolds number (b). Error bars are 95% uncertainty in the linear gradients of the dependencies in 

Fig 15 . 
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The above dependencies give us six pairs of points: three points

with { V G0 , Re L } and three points { V G , Re L0 }. These points, which

we suppose to mark the transition to bubbles entrapment, are

shown in Fig. 17 . The obtained line is of similar shape as the

transitions to disturbance waves and liquid entrainment given by

Woodmansee & Hanratty (1969) who used duct of the same orien-

tation, shape and height and different only in width. Indeed, two of

three mechanisms of bubbles creation described in Section 3.1 re-

quire the presence of liquid entrainment. The third one requires

the presence of disturbance waves generating overturning fast rip-

ples. Nonetheless, the "transition to bubbles" occurs at higher gas

velocities than the "transition to droplets". This quantitative differ-

ence is expected since the above considerations on bubbles volu-

metric density are extrapolated from the conditions when the bub-

bles are distributed in a relatively uniform fashion in x - y plane and

not as single patches appearing due to impacts of single droplets.

Besides, the probabilities of creation and deposition of droplets are

related to the downstream distance and the latter was much longer

in Woodmansee & Hanratty (1969) experiments. 
i  
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Combining the dependencies of the number of bubbles on vol-

me of liquid ( Fig. 15 ) with the data on bubbles size, the volume

f entrapped air dependency on volume of liquid in the image can

e analysed. This analysis is necessary since the size of the bub-

les can be seen to decrease as the gas velocity is increased. The

olume of entrapped air also linearly grows with the volume of

iquid. The gradient of the straight line characterises the degree of

eration of liquid film, which is shown in Fig. 18 (a). An increase in

e L will cause a non-linear increase in aeration, which is to be ex-

ected since increasing Re L will increase the number and the vol-

me of disturbance waves. It should be noted that both the am-

litude and frequency of disturbance waves grow with Re L in non-

inear manner, becoming less sensitive to increase in Re L at large

alues of Re L . A similar behaviour to this growth of disturbance

aves with Re L is observed in Fig. 18 (a). It appears that increasing

he velocity of the gas produces an increase in aeration, which ap-

ears to be stabilising at the higher gas velocity. Fig. 18 (b) shows

he Sauter mean diameter of the bubbles, which is only weakly

ependent on Re L , but decreases significantly as the gas velocity

s increased. Since the liquid film becomes thinner due to stronger
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the zero crossing values from Fig. 16 to the transition to disturbance waves and entrainment by Woodmansee & Hanratty (1969) . 

Fig. 18. (a) Effect of Liquid Reynolds number on the liquid film aeration and (b) Effect of gas velocity on the Sauter mean diameter of the bubbles. 
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as shear, smaller bubbles are more likely to survive in these films.

his decrease in bubbles volume correlates to the growth of bub-

les number with gas velocity and may thus explain the saturation

f the aeration with V G shown in Fig. 18 (a). 

. Analysis of bubble velocity 

As shown in the previous section, the number and size of bub-

les are larger in the disturbance waves than in the base film. In

his section the speeds of the individual bubbles are analysed and

sed in combination with the encompassing film thickness to pro-

ide insight into the velocity profile inside liquid film. 

.1. Distribution of bubble velocity 

The bubble velocity distributions are more complex than the

ubble size distributions. The flow situation present is not sta-

ionary, but consists of two cases related to the intermittent na-

ure of the flow; fast-moving disturbance waves and slow-moving

ase film. As a result, the distributions in general have two po-

ential values (see Fig. 19 ), which would be hypothesised from the
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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remise that faster bubbles are in the disturbance waves and the

lower bubbles are in the base film between the waves. 

This idea can be verified by considering the temporal evolution

f instantaneous distribution of the bubble velocity. An example of

uch evolution is shown in Fig. 20 for the same flow regime as

n Fig. 13 . Each column of Fig. 20 is a graphical representation of

n instantaneous distribution of bubble velocity, with brightness

f the image directly proportional to the number of bubbles in a

in with width 0.1 m/s. As a disturbance wave enters the RoI , the

hole distribution is shifted towards larger values and spread over

ider range of velocities. Comparison is shown in Fig. 21 for the

ame time instants, t 1 and t 2 , corresponding to a disturbance wave

nd base film, respectively. The bubbles in the base film move

ith modal velocity of 0.4 m/s; the range of velocities is limited by

bout 1 m/s. Inside the disturbance wave, the modal velocity value

s 1.5 m/s; still, the values close to zero exist in the distribution.

he velocity variation - defined as standard deviation normalised

y the mean value - is approximately the same for both base film

nd disturbance waves. 

Visual examination of spatiotemporal trajectories of bubbles in

he base film has been performed using the x - t representation of

he BBLIF film thickness data (see, e.g., Cherdantsev et al., 2014 ).
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 19. Comparison of bubble velocity distributions for R e L = 220 (a), R e L = 360 (b) and R e L = 520 (c). 

Fig. 20. Time sequence showing the probability of particular bubble velocities with time. Note that this is the stitching of 3 segments so there are discontinuities at 0.2 and 

0.4 s. Identified are the same locations as for Fig. 13 showing location of the disturbance wave, t 1 , and the base film between the disturbance waves, t 2 . 

Fig. 21. Comparison of the velocity distribution in the disturbance wave ( t 1 ) and the base film ( t 2 ) taken from Fig. 20. The shape of the complete velocity distribution is 

included for comparison. Component distributions are divided by 4 to put them on the same scale. 
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Fig. 22. Probability function comparing the bubble velocity against the local film thickness surrounding the bubble. Horizontal and vertical dashed lines show the average 

film thickness and average film velocity, respectively. The fastest bubbles for each film thicknesses are identified and the gradient of this line for thin films is measured. 
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w  
hen such a bubble is overtaken by a slow ripple, it was seen

o accelerate toward the velocity of the ripple. Due to the small

elocity difference, it eventually escapes the slow ripple through

ts rear end and its velocity decreases back about two times. This

bservation in combination with the effect of disturbance waves

hown in Fig. 20 suggests that the bubbles tend to follow the flow

f surrounding liquid. 

.2. Studying liquid film velocity profile using bubbles as tracers 

Indeed, it should be expected that the bubbles of observed

ange of size would follow the liquid flow at relatively low ve-

ocity. Upper estimation of Stokes number (1-mm bubble inside

iquid flowing with speed of 2 m/s) gives the value of 0.133; the

ost probable values of bubble size and liquid velocity yield Stokes

umber one order of magnitude smaller inside disturbance waves

nd about two orders of magnitude smaller inside the base film.

esides, for the largest bubbles in the fastest liquid the bubble’s

eynolds number can be high enough (of order of one thousand).

aking the effect of high Reynolds numbers would reduce Stokes

umber even further (see, e.g., Israel & Rosner, 1982 ). Thus, the

ubbles can act as tracers. This conclusion is in agreement with

nalysis performed by Kopplin (2004) . 

The data on velocity profile inside liquid film in annular flow

re relatively scarce. The most comprehensive studies of this kind

ere performed recently by Zadrazil & Markides (2014) , who used

IV/PTV in downward flow and by Ashwood et al. (2015) , who

sed micro-PIV in upward flow. In both cases tiny solid parti-

les were used as tracers. In both cases, the time-averaged pro-

le of longitudinal velocity component, U x ( z ), was obtained by av-

raging all measured values of U x at certain value of z , without

iscriminating between the base film and the disturbance waves.

he obtained profiles qualitatively resembled the so-called Univer-

al Velocity Profile (UVP), derived from von Karman’s single-phase

urbulent boundary layer and consisting of linear wall layer and

wo logarithmic layers, namely, "buffer" and "turbulent" layers, see

shwood et al. (2015) for details. 

In contrast to these studies, there is no direct indication of

he distance between the "tracer" and the wall in the present ex-

eriments. So, no direct measurement of velocity profile is pos-

ible. On the other hand, thickness of liquid film encompassing

ach bubble, h , is known, in contrast to the approach used by
E 
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opplin (2004) . Thus, some conclusions on the velocity profile can

e made based on the present data, under an assumption that the

ongitudinal component of local liquid velocity, U x , monotonically

ncreases with distance from the wall, z . In such a case, all velocity

alues of bubbles belonging to a narrow range of h E , characterise

ocal velocities of liquid at the distances from the wall from 0 to

 E , and the maximum value from this sample shows U x ( z = h E ).

he assumption above is not necessarily true for an instantaneous

elocity profile due to possible presence of various recirculation

ones inside the film, see Zadrazil & Markides (2014) . Nonetheless,

e expect it to be correct for the velocity profile obtained by av-

raging over large number of instantaneous profiles. 

Fig. 22 shows 2D-histogram of velocity and local film height, h E ,

or individual bubbles. For comparison, the mean film height ( δm 

)

easured in this work, and the mean film velocity calculated from

 m 

= L f / δm 

are shown on the distribution. The mean liquid velocity

orresponds well to the mean velocity of the bubbles inside the

isturbance waves, which supports the idea that the disturbance

aves carry the major fraction of liquid (e.g., Han et al., 2006 ). 

For each value of h E , maximum value of bubbles velocity, U max ,

an be identified as the velocity value higher than that of 98.5%

f the bubbles entrapped by the film of the same thickness. The

alues of U max are marked by the white dots in Fig. 22 . At low h E ,

 max grows linearly with distance from the wall and so the gradi-

nt can be approximated by U max ( h E )/ h E . This range thus indicates

he thickness of "laminar" sub-layer at the wall in which shear

ow defined by the wall shear stress is observed. Further from the

all, the dependence of U max on h E turns into a logarithmic one,

s the Universal Velocity Profile would suggest. In order to quan-

itatively analyse the velocity profile obtained in form of U max ( h E ),

ts gradient near the wall region was measured to determine an

quivalent wall shear stress, τw 

, and this was used to convert the

ata for all gas and liquid flow rates into law of the wall units, U 

+ 

nd z + . 
The wall shear stress is here defined as: 

w 

= μ
U max 

h E 

∣∣∣
h E =0 

This can be used to estimate the friction velocity U τ = 

√ 

τw 
ρL 

,

hich can be used to normalise the velocity and distance in the
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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Fig. 23. Maximum velocity of the bubbles for different local film heights normalised using the equivalent wall shear stress to obtain law of wall units. 
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Universal Velocity Profile. 

 

+ = 

U max 

U τ
, z + = 

h E U τ

ν

Fig. 23 shows that for all cases there is a strong similarity

in this normalised profile for all experimental conditions. At low

h E the flow has a linear, quasi-laminar profile, clearly shown up

until about z + = 10. Above this value, the profile develops into a

log-law region, but the U 

+ values lie well above the UVP pre-

diction, shown by the red line in Fig. 23 . Similar disagreement

was also observed by Ashwood et al. (2015) who have found that

all UVP constants describing the velocity profile in both buffer

and turbulent layers should be altered to fit their data. The ve-

locity profile obtained in the present work is closer to that of

Ashwood et al. (2015) than to UVP for single phase fluids. By re-

analysing the results of Ashwood et al. (2015) and a large set of lit-

erature data on average film thickness, Cioncolini et al. (2015) con-

cluded that both laminar and buffer layers may be thicker in an-

nular flow conditions than those in single-phase flow, shifting the

borders from z + = 5 and z + = 30 to z + = 9 and z + = 40, respectively.

The discrepancy between different sets of the results might be

related to the aforementioned mixing-up of the two zones, namely,

base film and disturbance waves. In the framework of such an ap-

proach, it is implicitly assumed that U x should be dependent only

on z , irrespectively to presence or absence of a disturbance wave

at given x value. At the same time, the velocity profile in the

two cases may be significantly different. This latter point is sup-

ported by measurements of instantaneous wall shear stress (see,

e.g., Miya et al., 1971 ). Thus, significant uncertainty may arise from

the different relationships between wall shear stress in different

zones and also the variation in the intermittency of the distur-

bance waves with flow conditions. 

In our case, the linear and logarithmic parts of velocity profiles

were actually obtained in the different zones, since the values of z + 

were identified by the film thickness and not by the distance from

the wall. Thus, the linear layer was measured in the base film only

and its gradient cannot be used to calculate the velocity profile in

the buffer layer, since the latter was measured only in disturbance

waves. An attempt to clarify the difference between the velocity

profiles in different zones could be made using the present data if

one more assumption is made, namely, that the bubbles are uni-

formly placed along z -coordinate. 
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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Under this assumption the following analysis can be performed.

very column (i.e., h E value) in the 2D-distribution such as shown

n Fig. 22 can be rearranged so that all the individual bubbles

re sorted by velocity in ascending order and placed evenly over

he range of z -values from 0 to h E . Thus, for every h E it is pos-

ible to construct a U x ( z )-dependence. The velocities of individual

ubbles were collected into bins with length of 0.04 mm; the lat-

er corresponds to radius of the smallest detectable bubble. The

 x ( z ) dependencies for Re L = 520 and V G = 35 m/s are shown in

ig. 24 (a). The obtained velocity profiles look plausible. The change

n the wall shear stress with h E roughly corresponds to the height

f the line showing U x ( h E ) at z = 0.04 mm. The wall shear stress

rows with h E , reaching maximum around h E = 0.5 mm, then de-

reases and reaches saturated value around h E = 1 mm, still re-

aining higher than that in the base film. This behaviour is given

n better details by the three velocity profiles shown in Fig. 24 (b).

 E = 0 . 15 mm corresponds to very thin films which are possible

nly in the base film zone. The velocity profile is approximately

inear here. h E = 1 . 5 mm corresponds to the crests of disturbance

aves covered by the fast ripples. The wall shear stress here is

bout 1.5 times higher than that in the base film region and the

elocity profile is definitely turbulent. 

The range of intermediate h E values around 0.5 mm most likely

orresponds to the rear slopes of disturbance waves, since the front

lopes are usually considered to be very steep and thus short. Un-

er the rear slopes of disturbance waves the highest wall shear

tress and the fastest velocity values for given distance from the

all are observed. It is interesting that in this area both fast

nd slow ripples are generated ( Alekseenko et al., 2008 ), and the

trongest wall shear stress may be related to ripples generation.

n alternative explanation of the observed maximum wall shear is

hat the assumption on uniform spacing of the bubbles along z is

ncorrect here. That would denote that the bubbles are lifted fur-

her from the wall in this region due to internal flow towards the

nterface, and this flow may be responsible for ripples generation. 

Definitely, there is a lot of speculation in the above considera-

ions. We realise that we use a strong assumption, which is diffi-

ult to validate. Still, independently of its validity, there is a spe-

ial zone under the rear slope of a disturbance wave which de-

erves further investigation using proper PIV experiments to obtain

ore detailed information about the velocity profile in the differ-

nt zones. 
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Fig. 24. The velocity profiles, U x ( z ), obtained for different values of h E . (a) The whole set of obtained velocity profiles as a 3D-surface; (b) Three selected profiles in the base 

film ( h E = 0.15 mm), rear end of the disturbance waves ( h E = 0 . 5 mm) and top of the disturbance waves ( h E = 1 . 5 mm). 
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. Conclusions 

Gas bubbles entrapped by gas-sheared liquid film have been in-

estigated using the BBLIF technique. This technique allowed us to

tudy the bubbles simultaneously with the surface waves of dif-

erent types and liquid droplets entrained from film surface into

he gas core. Besides, this technique makes the identification of

ubbles easier than common backlit visualisation. Qualitative stud-

es of the mechanisms beyond bubbles creation and disappearance

ere supported by quantitative investigation of bubbles number,

ize and velocity distributions separately inside the disturbance

aves and the base film. Based on these results, complete descrip-

ion of a bubble’s evolution could be made as follows. 

Entrapment of the bubbles. The majority of the bubbles are en-

rapped in the base film between the disturbance waves due to im-

acts of droplets depositing from the gas core under shallow angle

"furrow" impacts). This mechanism creates a lot of bubbles with

izes less or equal to the base film thickness. The exact physical

rocesses leading to bubbles creation are still the subject for fur-

her investigation. Some of the new bubbles collapse immediately

fter creation during recovery of unperturbed shape by the film

urface. The bubbles that survived travel inside the base film until

he following disturbance wave overtakes them. A smaller num-
Please cite this article as: D.B. Hann et al., Study of bubbles entrapped 
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er of bubbles characterised by significantly larger size may be en-

rapped in front of disturbance waves for two reasons: either due

o impact of remnants of transitional liquid structures - liquid bags

r liquid ligaments - which appear due to the deformation of fast

ipple waves in the process of liquid entrainment or due to over-

urning of the fast ripple waves in front of disturbance waves. 

Movement of the bubbles. The disturbance waves tend to cap-

ure the bubbles they overtake. On this reason the concentration

f bubbles inside the disturbance waves increases significantly. The

apability of a disturbance wave to hold bubbles is defined by the

olume of fluid it contains. The volumetric density of the bubbles

oes not vary much within the same flow conditions but increases

s square root of both gas and liquid flow rates. Based on the

ensity data the regime borders of bubbles existence were esti-

ated which qualitatively agree with the regime borders of liquid

ntrainment. This result is in agreement with qualitative observa-

ions on mechanisms of entrapment. The size distributions of bub-

les normalised by the total number of bubbles are almost iden-

ical in the disturbance waves and the base film for the bubbles

ess than 0.5 mm. This similarity confirms that majority of the bub-

les are created in the base film and accumulated by the distur-

ance waves. The disturbance waves show higher relative probabil-
into a gas-sheared liquid film, International Journal of Multiphase 
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ity of larger bubbles, which are created just in front of disturbance

waves. 

Collapse of the bubbles. The bubbles move much faster inside the

disturbance waves than inside the base film. Still, the bubbles are

able to "escape" a disturbance wave or a slow ripple on the base

film - probably, due to lower velocity of liquid under the humps of

the wave than the interface velocity. If such a bubble gets into the

film layer with thickness less than the bubble’s size, it may col-

lapse when trapped between the wall and the film surface, possi-

bly due to action of gas shear. Other reasons of bubbles collapse

are related to external perturbations caused by droplet impacts,

collapses of other bubbles and severe flow oscillations under the

fast ripples. We would expect that the number of bubbles grows

with the distance from the inlet, since more and more impacting

droplets create new bubbles in the base film. On the other hand,

equilibrium bubble number will be achieved eventually after the

base film is uniformly seeded by the bubbles with high enough

concentration. In this case, impacting droplets would not only cre-

ate new bubbles, but also destroy existing bubbles during the im-

pact. 

Study of liquid velocity profile using bubbles as tracers. Since the

bubbles seem to follow the flow of surrounding liquid, an attempt

to characterise the velocity profile in the liquid using bubbles as

tracers was made. The velocity profile was obtained by measur-

ing the maximum velocity of the bubbles entrapped by liquid film

belonging to a narrow range of thickness. As a result, the veloc-

ity profile close to the wall was obtained for the base film only.

An attempt to estimate the velocity profiles inside the base film

and the disturbance waves was made assuming the uniform layout

of the bubbles along the coordinate normal to the wall. It showed

that the velocity profile is linear in the base film and turbulent in-

side the disturbance waves. The wall shear stress was found to be

higher under the disturbance waves and reach the highest values

under their rear slopes. Further work to measure the velocity pro-

file below the wave is needed to fully understand the form of the

flow since this analysis cannot resolve the distance between the

wall and the bubble and the vertical velocity component of the

bubbles. 

In terms of the properties of the bubbles, further work should

be aimed at the generalisation of the obtained results, by study-

ing the process of bubbles entrapment in different conditions. In

particular, it is interesting how the entrapped bubbles are affected

by increasing viscosity and surface tension of working liquid, or

by increasing downstream distance. Another promising direction of

study is to investigate the effect exerted by presence of bubbles on

the measurements of film thickness by various techniques, via si-

multaneous measurements of film thickness together with bubbles

detection. In any of the future studies of the bubbles entrapped

into a gas-sheared liquid film, improvement of spatial resolution is

recommended. 
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